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My-E20SF

Seats up to 5 Adults
78” x 68” x 32”

20 MassageMax Jets 
Crystal Springs Fountain 

2 MyComfort Pillows 
Carefree Cabinet 

Durafab Insulating Cover 
PureLife 100% Water Filtration

Interior LED Light 
2 Air Controls 

MyDigital Control Pad 
Full Foam Insulation 

Dry Weight 307 lbs 
Water Capacity 256 Gallons 

ProForce Pumps 1.5 HPR*, 1-Speed 
Heater Friction 

Electrical 120V/15A
GFCI Cord with Plug 12’ 

*High Performance Rated Pumps

Colors and specifications may vary or appear differently than 
actual product and are subject to change without notice.
Dimensions may vary +/-.5”
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Rest Station/ Inside step
This seat is designed to provide 
a rest station for a cool down 
period and is elevated to serve 
dual purpose as an inside entry 
and exit step 

MyDigital 
Control Pad 

My-E20SF

2-Air Controls
For added air force and 

water activity 

PureLife 100%  
Water Filtration

Water is drawn into a side 
entry filtration system  

for superior water quality 
and ease of maintenance

MasterMax6 Stations
6 MassageMax jets per station 

provide 3 types of soft tissue 
massage across the shoulders, 

down the back and into the 
lumbar. Each station includes a 

MyComfort Pillow

Durafab Insulating Cover
Weather and fade resistant 

lockable energy saving cover

Convenience
Carefree cabinets are easy to 

keep clean and maintain 

Comfort
Stretch out or add friends to the fun with the 
comfort bench style seat offered on My-S20SF

Side by Side Comfort Zone
With 6 total jets, this bench style seat is 
designed to allow for closer interaction 

with friends or added room to stretch out

LED Footwell Light
Provides an underwater 

glow for added ambiance

PediMax Jets
2 Directional Max jets provide 
a relaxing foot massage

MassageMax Jets
20 Adjustaflow DirectionalMax2, DirectMax 

and DirectMiniMax jets configured differently 
in each seat and sized to provide the widest 

variety of therapy and comfort for your hot tub 
experience. Including these powerful jet styles:

DirectMiniMax
Delivers a straight 
constant massage

DirectionalMax2

Adjust the direction 
and flow of each Jet

DirectMax
Delivers a straight 
constant massage

MasterMax6 Stations
6 MassageMax jets per station 
provide 3 types of soft tissue 
massage across the shoulders, 
down the back and into the 
lumbar. Each station includes 
a MyComfort Pillow

Crystal Springs Fountain
Adjustable water feature creates a 

meditative water flow
 

Interior LED Light
Up to 9 pattern and color 
options available to 
enhance ambiance




